List of abbreviations/acronyms {#nomen0010}
==============================

**2019-nCoV**

:   2019 Novel Coronavirus

**AAK-1**

:   Adaptor-associated protein kinase 1

**ACE2**

:   Angiotensin Converting Enzyme 2

**ACEI**

:   Angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor

**ARB**

:   Angiotensin receptor blocker

**ARDS**

:   Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome

**ARI**

:   Acute Respiratory Infection

**CDC**

:   Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

**CoV**

:   Coronavirus

**COVID-19**

:   Coronavirus Disease 2019

**CQ**

:   Chloroquine phosphate

**CRS**

:   Cytokine release syndrome

**CYP 3A4**

:   Cytochrome 3A4

**DNA**

:   Deoxyribonucleic acid

**ECMO**

:   Extracorporeal Membrane Oxygenation

**Epi curve**

:   Epidemic curve

**FDA**

:   Food and Drug Administration

**FFP**

:   Filtering facepiece

**HCQ**

:   Hydroxycholoroquine

**HEPA**

:   High-efficiency particulate air

**HR2**

:   Heptad repeat 2

**ICU**

:   Intensive care unit

**IFN**

:   Interferon

**IL**

:   Interleukin

**LMWH**

:   Low molecular weight heparin

**LPV/r**; **Kaletra**

:   Lopinavir/ritonavir

**mAbs or moAbs**

:   Monoclonal antibodies

**MERS-CoV**

:   Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus

**mRNA**

:   Messenger ribonucleic acid

**NSAIDs**

:   Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs

**NSPS**

:   Non-structural proteins

**ORF**

:   Open reading frames

**PP**

:   Polyprotein

**PPE**

:   Personal Protective Equipment

**R0**

:   Reproductive number

**RBD**

:   Receptor binding domain

**RBV**

:   Ribavarin

**RCT**

:   Replication-transcription complex

**RDV**

:   Remdesivir

**RNA**

:   Ribonucleic acid

**RT-PCR**

:   Reverse Transcription Polymerase Chain Reaction

**S protein**

:   Spike protein

**SARS-CoV**

:   Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus

**SARS-CoV-2**

:   Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus II

**TCM**

:   Traditional Chinese Medicine

TMPRSS2

:   Transmembrane Serine Protease 2

**WHO**

:   World Health Organization

1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

In December 2019, patients in Wuhan, China started experiencing a disease with acute respiratory attacks. Investigations revealed that the disease was due to a novel virus that was later designated as severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). The disease was assigned as the novel coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) and its global spread has led to the World Health Organization (WHO) declaring it as a global pandemic ([@bib183]). SARS-CoV-2 is a member of the coronavirus family which has threatened the lives and health of millions of people around the world. As per the WHO situational report 143 on COVID-19, the number of infection cases, globally, were over 7,273,958. The number of deaths is increasing exponentially, with over 413,372 worldwide thus far ([@bib170], [@bib172], [@bib174]).

Coronaviruses are single stranded positive sense RNA viruses with genome sizes of between 28 and 32 kb. These viruses have the ability to infect both animals and humans. They cause an array of diseases, including and not limited to; respiratory, neurologic, hepatic and gastrointestinal disease ([@bib145]). Based on its phylogenetic relationships and genomic structure, the novel virus belongs to the genera, *Betacoronaviru*s, which has a close similarity to that of severe acute respiratory syndrome-related coronaviruses (SARSr-CoV) and Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV). Importantly, the genomic sequence of SARS-CoV-2 and its replication cycle has been elucidated, and together with our evolving understanding of the host immune response, these factors have been the basis for investigating diagnostic and prognostic testing, epidemiologic tracking and the initiation of therapeutic strategies ([@bib161]; [@bib178]).

The threat of the virus has reached unimaginable proportions and has exposed the unpreparedness of national healthcare systems and has triggered international solidarity. Despite COVID-19 being declared a global pandemic by WHO, no drug regimen has been shown to be effective in the treatment of the virus. Moreover, numerous completed randomized clinical trials have not produced clear guidelines on treatment options and prophylactic therapy yet. Currently several active clinical trials for treatment are ongoing. Other emerging, non-conventional drug discovery techniques provides alternative faster and less costly routes to discovering potent Anti-SARS-CoV2 drugs. Furthermore, while drugs are being repurposed and discovered for COVID-19, novel drug delivery systems will play a paramount role in designing efficient delivery systems that have virus targeting ability, improved pharmacokinetic profiles and avoidance of possible drug resistance leading to superior therapies. This review summarizes proposed drug targets for therapy and reviews the various clinical trials that have been reported, as well as vaccines that are under development. It also highlights emerging therapies and future perspectives for the treatment and prevention of COVID-19.

2. Pathophysiology and transmission {#sec2}
===================================

2.1. Virology and pathophysiology {#sec2.1}
---------------------------------

The novel coronavirus belongs to the *Coronaviridae* family of the order *Nidovirales* which are divided into four genera viz. *α*, *β*, *γ*, and *δ*. The *Coronaviridae* family (CoVs) have an outer envelope and the genetic material consists of positive sense RNA ([@bib62]). They have been reported to be the largest known viruses with a size of 28--32 kb ([@bib15]). The International Committee on Taxomony of Viruses (ICTV) classified the virus as Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) ([@bib62]). The SARS-CoV-2 has been identified as belonging to the *β* genus CoVs family that contains at least four structural proteins (spike, envelope, membrane and nucleocapsid) ([@bib15]).WHO named the disease that is caused by SARS-CoV-2 virus as COVID-19. The spikes on the viral surface are composed of homotrimers of the S protein that acts as a link to host receptors. Furthermore, the spike glycoproteins have two subunits, S1 and S2, mediating attachment and membrane fusion, respectively. The S2 subunit contains a fusion peptide, a cytoplasmic domain and a transmembrane domain. The S protein-receptor interaction is the main determinant for the infection of a host species ([@bib96]). The viral entry is a complex sequence of events that includes attachment to the cell surface, receptor engagement, protease processing and membrane fusion. The spike (S) protein is responsible for cellular entry as it binds to the receptors of the target cell, and via this interaction virus-cell fusion occurs. Virus-cell fusion occurs via angiotensin converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) of the susceptible cell. ACE2 is part of the renin--angiotensin--aldosterone system (RAAS) pathway responsible for cleaving vasoconstrictor octapeptide Ang II to the vasodilatory Ang 1--7 ([@bib154]). ACE 2 are abundantly found in the lungs, moreover, they are also widely distributed in the digestive system, kidneys, the heart, the liver, endothelial cells and smooth muscle cells of various organs ([@bib6]). S protein priming by the serine protease transmembrane protease serine 2 (TMPRSS2) is essential for SARS-CoV-2 infection of target cells and spreading throughout the host ([@bib186]).

The endothelium is arguably the largest 'organ' in the body and this perhaps explains why the viral effects spread to extra-pulmonary organs once it enters the blood circulation. Given that there is such a wide number of targets in the human body, from a pathophysiological approach, it explains why COVID 19 patients present with cardiovascular and other diverse complications ([@bib68]; [@bib186]). Exceptionally high proportion of aberrant coagulation was seen in severe and critical patients with COVID-19, revealing a hypercoagulable state, elevated levels of D-dimer and fibrinogen, near normal activated partial thromboplastin time, with some patients progressing to overt disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC) ([@bib18]).

Recent studies investigating the expression of viral entry-associated genes, using single-cell RNA-sequencing data from multiple tissues from healthy human donors, have identified transcripts in more tissues and cells, not previously analysed, including its co-expression with TMPRSS2 ([@bib146]). Importantly, [@bib146] co-detected these transcripts in specific cells in the respiratory, corneal and intestinal epithelium. Furthermore, they found that these genes are co-expressed, in nasal epithelial cells, with genes involved in innate immunity, which impacts upon initial viral infection, spread and clearance. Their work is in accordance with previous studies ([@bib125]; [@bib196]). They found that ACE2 was expressed in cells from airways, cornea, oesophagus, ileum, colon, liver, gallbladder, heart, kidney and testis while TMPRSS2 was highly expressed with a broader distribution, suggesting that ACE2 may be a limiting factor for viral entry at the initial infection stage, rather than TMPRSS2 ([@bib146]). Cells from the respiratory tree, cornea, oesophagus, ileum, colon, gallbladder and common bile duct expressed both genes (ACE2 and TMPRSS2) in the same cells. In particular, the upper and lower respiratory tract was assessed for ACE2, indicating a low level of expression overall, in multiple epithelial cell types across the airways ([@bib146]). Of importance, regarding nasal epithelial cells, two previously described clusters of goblet cells and one cluster of ciliated cells, showed the highest expression among all investigated cells in the respiratory tree ([@bib146]).

After binding, the virus enters the cell and once infected viral replication starts inside the host cell.Inside the host cell, the synthetic process of polyprotein 1a/1 ab (pp1a/b) is realized and once the virus uncoats it releases the viral RNA material. Transcription of the virus occurs via the replication-transcription complex (RCT), which is organized within the double membrane vesicles through the synthesis of subgenomic RNAs([@bib94]). Transcription terminates at transcription regulatory sequences, which are found in between the open reading frames (ORF), which are templates for subgenomic mRNAs. ORF guides the production of pp1a and pp1b polypeptides; which are then processed by chymotrypsin like protease and papain proteases to produce 16 nonstructural proteins (nsps) ([@bib175]). It has been demonstrated that the nsps inhibit the hosts innate immune response ([@bib99]) through the effects of the envelope. After transcription, viral assembly occurs; thereafter it leads to release and the cycle repeats with attachment to the next ciliated epithelial cell ([@bib186]).

### 2.1.1. Host response {#sec2.1.1}

An understanding of the host response is crucial to implement valid therapeutic strategies as stated previously, and it is now apparent that severity of the disease is dependent on both the virus itself and host response. Host response to SARS-CoV-2 has been described in the literature, however key aspects are still being elucidated. Notably symptoms of patients range from minimal to severe respiratory failure with multiple organ failure, complicating linking pathophysiology with symptoms in a complete picture. Hence, we can report on key findings in each aspect to date ([@bib9]; [@bib110]; [@bib150]). Importantly, SARS-CoV-2 is transmitted mainly via respiratory droplets, with a possible, but unproven, faecal--oral transmission route ([@bib150]). The median incubation period is approximately 4--5 days before symptom onset, with 97.5% of symptomatic patients developing symptoms within 11.5 days ([@bib91]). The most common symptoms of COVID -19 are reported to be fever, cough, fatigue, anorexia, myalgia and diarrhea (CDC guidelines) ([@bib5]; [@bib20]). Dyspnoea (often accompanied by hypoxemia) is a common symptom of severe illness ([@bib164]; [@bib190]) which may progress to ARDS. Other manifestations of severe COVID-19 are lymphopenia, disorders of the central or peripheral nervous system, acute cardiac, kidney, and liver injury, in addition to cardiac arrhythmias, rhabdomyolysis, coagulopathy, and shock ([@bib9]).

Notably SARS-CoV-2 viral load reaches its peak within 5--6 days of symptom onset, and severe COVID-19 cases progress to acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), on average around 8--9 days after symptom onset ([@bib150]). A timeline for symptoms of the severe disease is described by [@bib9].

The virus enters the cells via ACE 2, is internalized as described above and triggers a series of events intracellularly, leading to disease manifestation, based on the targeting of key regulatory pathways, cells and organs. However, the main target is the respiratory tree and lung tissue and therefore this will be described in more detail. Notably, the characteristic pulmonary ground glass opacification is seen even in asymptomatic patients ([@bib114]). Based on the cells that are likely infected, COVID-19 can be divided into three phases that correspond to different clinical stages of the disease ([@bib114]). COVID-19 confined to the conducting airways should be mild and treated symptomatically at home, when it has progressed to the gas exchange units of the lung it must be monitored carefully with the best support ([@bib114]).

[@bib150] describes the chronology of events upon cell entry, describing interaction of SARS-CoV-2 with the immune system leading to either a normal 'healthy response' or a dysfunctional immune response (IR). In brief the virus enters the cell (which has both ACE2 and TMPRRSS2), and replicates leading to more viral release. Thereafter, the cell undergoes pyroptosis, and releases damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPS). This triggers the release of pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines (including IL-6, IP-10, macrophage inflammatory protein 1α (MIP1α), MIP1β and MCP1). Other immune cells are attracted to the site (viz. monocytes, macrophages and T cells) which produce a proinflammatory loop. This can lead to viral clearance and minimal lung damage (healthy immune response) or a series of events which can culminate in multi-organ damage (dysfunctional immune response) ([@bib150]).

An overproduction of pro-inflammatory cytokines, resulting in cytokine storm damages the lung structure and leads to multi-organ damage as it spreads to other parts of the body. The cytokine release syndrome (CRS) or storm is characterized by multiorgan pathology and fever ([@bib102]). Importantly, non-neutralizing antibodies may further exacerbate organ damage. However, in a healthy immune response, the initial inflammation attracts the following; T cells to the site of infection, antibodies (neutralizing) which can block viral infection, and alveolar macrophages which phagocytise neutralized viruses and apoptotic cells. This contributes to viral clearance, minimal lung damage and recovery ([@bib150]).

The symptoms and pathogenesis are similar to those of SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV infections ([@bib133]). This has helped in understanding of the disease despite a lack of knowledge on SARS-CoV-2. Data attained based upon the first cases in Wuhan, China indicate that the incubation time is generally between 2 and 7 days, however the longest incubation time was seen to be 12.5 days ([@bib5]; [@bib183]). However, data from the United States of America has shown some patients have up to 17 days of incubation ([@bib91]).

Based on the life cycle, transduction and signaling process of the virus as well as patient responses, various targets can be exploited to combat the virus. The following section describes the specific targets and highlights the drugs being investigated to exploit them for overcoming viral infection. It also describes the possible targets which can be explored to create vaccines against the virus.

3. Drug targets {#sec3}
===============

As of April 2020, there was no recommended antiviral treatment and no vaccine for SARS-CoV-2 ([@bib111]). Despite the fact that some studies are showing some promise ([@bib41]; [@bib57]; [@bib83]; [@bib156]), successful drug therapy to control coronavirus infection has yet to materialize. [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} depicts the major pathways that can be targeted by therapeutic agents for treatment of SARS-CoV-2 as discussed above. The current management of infected persons is primarily symptomatic treatment, while oxygen therapy is employed for intervention in patients with severe infection. These factors have triggered a global pursuit towards the urgent discovery and repurposing of drugs in order to end the pandemic ([@bib48]). With the increasing rise in the number of infected persons and death rate, more drugs/therapeutic agents and treatment for SARS-CoV-2 virus are required.Fig. 1SARS-CoV-2 replication circle involves cellular entry which is via fusion and endocytosis, after entry translation occurs as the virus uses host cells enzyme it creates its DNA. This is followed proteolysis then translation to back to RNA after that packaging and viral release occurs. The circles.Fig. 1

Anti-coronavirus therapies so far have been classified into two categories depending on the target i.e those that target the immune system and infected human cells, and those that target the virus itself. The severity of COVID-19 is dependent on the ability of the human innate immune system to control the replication and infection. Blocking the signaling pathways in cells that are required for viral replication is a strategy in mediating antiviral effects. The infection pathway of the virus often involves the interactions of the virus and the receptor proteins of the target cells. This has been found to be the same for SARS-CoV-2 which binds to the ACE2 receptors. The second group of anti-corona therapies acts on the coronavirus itself, by inhibiting critical enzymes for viral genome replication, the virus\'s self-assembly process and preventing viral entry by blocking the binding of the virus to human cell receptors **(** [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} **).**

3.1. Inhibition of the SARS-CoV-2 fusion/entry {#sec3.1}
----------------------------------------------

Inhibition of the SARS-CoV-2 fusion/entry is an important strategy in drug targeting and approximately over 23 drugs that cause inhibition of viral entry are being evaluated ([@bib67]). The interaction linking the virus and host cell receptor can be inhibited in variety of ways ([@bib124])^,^ ([@bib185]). One approach that has been proposed involves targeting the ACE2 and S protein association. In particular, the receptor binding domain (RBD), which is within the S protein and is an essential target to develop antibodies ([@bib147]).

According to Zheng et al. more than 85% of the RBD antibody epitopes in SARS-CoV-2 exhibited significantly higher binding affinity to ACE2 receptor than the SARS-CoV. This provides a platform to develop anti-SARS-CoV-2 drugs that target the RBD. Hence, there is a need to develop novel fusion inhibitors targeting SARS-CoV-2 ([@bib139]). Moreover, patients suffering from severe SARS-CoV-2 have shown that cell entry depends on serine protease TMPRSS2, apart from S protein. The drug targets being used inhibit entry and fusion of SARS-CoV-2 into the cells are described below.

### 3.1.1. Inhibitors of transmembrane protease serine 2 (TMPRSS2) {#sec3.1.1}

By understanding cellular factors that aid the entry and fusion of the SARS-CoV-2 virus it has provided therapeutic targets for drug development against the virus. The virus has been reported to use the serine protease TMPRSS2 for S protein priming and binding to ACE2 for cellular entry. A TMPRSS2 inhibitor can block viral entry, constituting a treatment option ([@bib73]). Computational methods on repurposing existing candidates, have revealed candidate inhibitors for TMPRSS2 ([@bib127]). Amongst these, camostat mesylate, a clinically proven inhibitor of TMPRSS2, was used in Japan, to treat unrelated diseases ([@bib186]). It has been associated with reduced lung cell line infection with SARS-CoV-19 and could therefore be used as a therapeutic option in the management of COVID-19 ([@bib72]).

### 3.1.2. HR2 derived peptides {#sec3.1.2}

SARS-CoV-2 has utilized protein-mediated cell-viral fusion as an entry mechanism into the cell, providing another potential drug target for management of the SARS-CoV-2 ([@bib193]). Hence another option may be to target AP-2 associated protein kinase 1 (AAK1). It is a host kinase that is involved in the regulation of clathrin-mediated endocytosis ([@bib181]). Based upon artificial intelligence, subsets of approved drugs were evaluated. The janus kinase (JAK) inhibitor, baricitinib, is a suitable candidate to inhibit AAKI ([@bib53]; [@bib113]). It demonstrates antiviral as well as anti-inflammatory activity ([@bib129]). In addition, peptides such as the HR2 derived peptides can be potential drug targets for COVID-19 as they could inhibit viral entry.

### 3.1.3. Angiotensin receptor blockers (ARBs) and angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors (ACEIs) {#sec3.1.3}

Angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) and SARS-CoV-2 interactions suggest that antihypertensive drugs ACEI and ARBs may reduce the risk and severity of COVID-19. As mentioned previously, SARS-CoV-2 exploits ACE2 as a co-receptor to gain entry into susceptible cells via the transmembrane spike (S) glycoprotein and cleavage activates the viral protein for membrane fusion via extensive irreversible conformational changes ([@bib158]). The involvement of RAAS in attachment makes the system a drug target for management of COVID-19, and has raised debates on the benefits and downsides associated with ACEI/ARBs ([@bib154]). Also since ACE2 is used for viral entry, it has raised concerns on its impact on other components of RAAS.

The debates concern firstly, a purported upregulation in ACE2 due to ACEI use since their mechanism of action ultimately leads to decreased Ang II, the main effector octapeptide of RAAS. The same would apply to ARBs. This would then predispose the patient to infection due to increased ACE2. However a review by [@bib154], reports that animal studies using ARBs and ACEI are found to be inconclusive, and not enough data is available to support translation to humans ([@bib154]).

Secondly, it is contended that since the function of ACE2 is to convert Ang II to Ang 1--7, if it is unavailable/downregulated (due to viral binding), this would then lead to increased Ang II which could then impact on lung pathology. This would also lead to lower Ang 1--7 levels. Notably, ACEI/ARBs would then be expected to ameliorate the resultant pathology since it reduces Ang II levels or action. The role of Ang II was postulated because of studies, for example, in patients with COVID-19 who appeared to have elevated levels of plasma angiotensin II, which correlated with total viral load and degree of lung injury ([@bib98]) The connection between AT1/Ang II and lung pathology is reinforced by others ([@bib81]). However, others found that restoration of ACE2 through the administration of recombinant ACE2 appeared to reverse lung-injury in preclinical models of other viral infections ([@bib65]; [@bib195]). Multicenter, double-blinded placebo-controlled, randomized trials (RCTs) are currently being conducted to investigate the effects of losartan on mortality and hospital admission in COVID-19 patients ([@bib81]).

[@bib154] do not recommend withdrawal of the drugs by patients of heart failure and myocardial infarction. Importantly, they recommend that, until further data are available, RAAS modulators should be continued in patients in an otherwise stable condition who are at risk for, being evaluated for, or with COVID-19 ([@bib154]). It is clear that more research needs to be conducted into the impact of ACE 2 on infectivity within this context, the role at Ang II on lung pathology and role of ACEI/ARBs in COVID given the complexity of RAAS from a systemic and tissue specific perspective.

In addition, ACEI is known to potentiate the vasodilator bradykinin (BK). [@bib132] used established and emerging evidence to propose a testable hypothesis that, a vicious positive feedback loop involving dysregulated BK signaling is involved in inflammation, which likely responsible for the severe respiratory complications in COVID-19. Hence, they propose the FDA-approved molecule, icatibant, that might be able to interrupt this feedback loop and, thereby, improve the clinical outcomes ([@bib132]).

### 3.1.4. Endosome membrane fusion inhibition {#sec3.1.4}

It is widely reported that the host cellular entry involves the endocytic pathway and non-endosomal pathway. Inhibition of the pathway could be a strategy to inhibit the viral entry and infection. Mechanism of the drug targets could include drugs that have the ability to penetrate the lysosomes, accumulating inside and neutralizing the acidic pH of endosomes and lysosome. Such targets could inhibit the viral entry. The second possible mechanism involves protease inhibitors targeting clathrin-mediated endocytosis ([@bib194]; [@bib197]). These targets could play an important role in developing novel therapeutic strategies for treatment of COVID-19.

3.2. Disruption of the SARS-CoV-2 replication {#sec3.2}
---------------------------------------------

Multiple antiviral agents are developed in order to disrupt viral replication such as DNA methyltransferase (MTases), polymerases and other entry proteins. Currently, the antiviral with the most potential is remdesivir ([@bib111]). It is a synthetic molecule which targets RNA synthesis, since it acts as an analogue of a DNA nucleoside, adenosine. Remdesivir is a competitive inhibitor of adenosine-triphosphate for the incorporation into viral RNA strands. Once it gets incorporated into the viral RNA at position I, it terminates RNA synthesis. The anti-viral effects have also been investigated in the rhesus macaque which was infected with MERS-CoV ([@bib143]).

3.3. Suppression of inflammatory response {#sec3.3}
-----------------------------------------

Beta coronavirus have the ability to infect immune cells such as monocytes, macrophages, and dendritic cells, resulting in the activation and secretion of IL-6 and other cytokines that have proinflammatory properties. Severe form of COVID-19 disease is characterized by fever and pneumonia that further develops to acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS). Elevation of serum concentrations interleukin-6 (IL-6) and other inflammatory cytokines results in CRS that induces ARDS, a hallmark of SARS-CoV2 infections**.** Developing effective IL-6 antagonists inhibits the cytokine-driven hyperinflammatory syndrome for the management of COVID-19 ([@bib120]).

4. Clinical application of drug targets and status of the outcomes {#sec4}
==================================================================

The various targets highlighted above have led to the exploration of various drugs either as mono or combination therapy. The outcomes and clinical significance for further application as treatment regimen of these drugs are discussed hereunder. [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} summarizes the clinical trials of the repurposed FDA approved drugs for treating COVID-19.Table 1Drug molecules that are being studied for potential antiviral efficacy against SARS-CoV-2 virus.Table 1TherapyTargetTherapeutic statusReferenceRemdesivirRNA-dependent RNA polymerasesUnder clinical trial for repurposing([@bib36], [@bib38]; [@bib66]; [@bib140]; [@bib160]; [@bib171])ChloroquineEndosome/ACE2/pH-dependent enzymes such as proteases or glycosyltransferasesUnder clinical trial for repurposing([@bib3]; [@bib34]; [@bib66]; [@bib160])Hydroxychloroquinevirus/cell fusion and cell try (Mild/Moderate Cases, Severe Cases)Under clinical trial for repurposing([@bib37]; [@bib57]), ([@bib27], [@bib29], [@bib30], [@bib31])Hydroxychloroquine and AzithromycinCYP2D6 (virus/cell fusion)Under clinical trial for repurposing([@bib26], [@bib33]; [@bib39], [@bib40]; [@bib58], [@bib59])Camostat mesylateTMPRSS2 (transmembrane protease, serine 2)Under clinical trial for repurposing([@bib28]; [@bib71])ArbidolACE2 and S proteinUnder clinical trial for repurposing[@bib193]PirfenidoneIL-1β and IL-4Under clinical trial for repurposing[@bib49]BaricitinibJAK kinaseUnder clinical trial for repurposing[@bib128]Lopinavir/ritonavirCYP3A4Under clinical trial for repurposing([@bib49]; [@bib115]; [@bib137]; [@bib140])FavipiravirRdRp (RNA-dependent RNA polymerase)Under clinical trial for repurposing([@bib66]; [@bib117])GalidesivirRNA-dependent RNA polymerasesUnder clinical trial for repurposing[@bib166]BCX-4430 (salt form of galidesivir)RNA-dependent RNA polymerasesUnder clinical trial for repurposing[@bib166]FingolimodLymphocytesUnder clinical trial for repurposing[@bib49]TocilizumabInterleukin-6Under clinical trial for repurposing[@bib137]RibavirinRdRp (RNA-dependent RNA polymerase)Under clinical trial for repurposing([@bib4]; [@bib66]; [@bib177])NitazoxanideUnknownUnder clinical trial for repurposing[@bib66]Ritonavirviral proteases: 3CLpro or PLproUnder clinical trial for repurposing([@bib140]; [@bib184])Darunavirviral proteases: 3CLpro or PLproUnder clinical trial for repurposing[@bib104]Methylprednisolone IVImmunoglobulin M antibodiesDecreased death risk. Prospective clinical trial is planned[@bib49]Convalescent plasmaspike proteinRecommended for clinical trials[@bib141]L-163491angiotensin AT2 receptorUnder clinical trial for repurposing[@bib46]BevacizumabVEGFUnder clinical trial[@bib49]

4.1. Repurposed FDA registered drugs {#sec4.1}
------------------------------------

New drugs are needed urgently for management of the disease. However, due to the length of time it takes for final approval of a drug, as a matter of urgency, drug development has also focused on repurposing approved drugs already in the market. Sections below and [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} discuss those drugs and the phases of clinical trials.

### 4.1.1. Anti-helminthic drugs {#sec4.1.1}

Various parasitic drugs are being investigated at different stages of study for combating SARS-CoV-2. In a recent study, ivermectin, which is known to inhibit the *in vitro* replication of several positive stranded RNA viruses such as dengue, zika, chikungunya and yellow fever, could be a potential treatment options for COVID-19 ([@bib95]). *In vitro* data shows 50% inhibition of SARS-CoV-2 replication after 48 h incubation with Vero cells at 2.8 μM/mL (equivalent to a plasma concentration of 2100 mg/mL), a concentration of 50-fold less than the concentration of ivermectin proven to reduce viral replication by half. This antiviral activity may lead to carefully conducted, controlled trials.

However, ivermectin can cross into the brain and react with GABA-gated chlorine channels causing neurotoxicity. This is usually prevented by the blood brain barrier (BBB), particularly by the P-glycoprotein (P-gp), hence, ivermectin may not be considered a safe drug if the BBB is compromised in the inflammatory state ([@bib77]). Due to the leaky BBB caused by SARS-CoV-2 ([@bib179]), the use of ivermectin in severely ill patients should be administered with caution. Interestingly, if ivermectin is used in combination with other drugs, such as ritonavir, which is a very good CYP3A4 inhibitor with some effect on the P-gp as well ([@bib97]), this can boost ivermectin concentration, increasing Cmax and causing further toxicity by crossing the BBB leading to accumulation in the brain ([@bib51]; [@bib82]).

### 4.1.2. Antimicrobial drugs {#sec4.1.2}

Chloroquine (CQ) and hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) are antiplasmodium drugs approved for malaria treatment. They are also a part of the model list of essential medicines declared by WHO ([@bib168]). CQ and HCQ antiviral activity is attributed to their ability to elevate the pH of acidic intracellular organelles, such as endosomes and lysosomes that are known to be essential for viral-host cell membrane fusion. The second mode of action of CQ has been reported to be via the change of glycosylation of ACE2 receptor and spike protein ([@bib106]).

Chloroquine, is currently under intense investigation, albeit controversial, as a potential COVID-19 treatment ([@bib162]). Several *in vitro, in vivo* and clinical tests are being carried out for COVID-19. *In vitro* studies using infected Vero E6 cells treated with chloroquine, revealed that it CQ targets the virus at the entry and post-entry stages during infection. Furthermore, an EC~90~ value of 6.90 μM against the 2019-nCoV in Vero E6 cells after 48 h, in addition, an EC~50~ of 1.13 μM, CC~50~ \> 100 μM, and SI \> 88.50, was reported for CQ. This was in keeping with clinical studies where the plasma of rheumatoid arthritis patients were administered a daily dose of 250 mg of CQ ([@bib11]; [@bib136]). Some cytotoxicity studies confirmed the biosafety of chloroquine ([@bib43]). Chloroquine may be potentially clinically applicable against the SARS-CoV-2, because of the cost and a known safety profile due to long usage for malaria treatment but requires intense scientific scrutiny for COVID-19, before use.

The immune-modulating activity of CQ was hypothesized to enhance its antiviral effect *in vivo*. However, its toxicity and side effects such as prolonging QT interval can trigger tachycardias such as Torsades de Pointes. This was proven in Brazil where 81 patients of COVID-19 were evaluated viz. a high-dose group receiving 12 g of chloroquine over 10 days, and a low-dose group of 2.7 g over 5 days ([@bib13]). Twenty five % of high dose CQ group displayed 500 ms of QT elongation, and in 17% of them the QT interval elongation was fatal, in comparison to the lower dosage group. The toxic effects resulted in termination of the trial, and indicate that higher dosage and long duration of the treatment courses (10-day regimen) should not be recommended for management COVID-19.

Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ), a derivative of chloroquine, is a less toxic option that has been widely touted as a treatment option for SARS-CoV-2, based on various recent trials, studies and anecdotal reports. In one such study, the efficacy of HCQ was evaluated in a randomized clinical trial of 62 SARS-CoV-2 patients ([@bib24]), where the experimental group received 400 mg/d HCQ treatment for 5 days vs. control. Notably, more patients treated with HQC had improved pneumonia (25 of 31) vs. untreated groups, which showed 54.8% improvement (17 of 31). Notably 2 patients reacted mildly to the adverse effect of HCQ in the treatment group, while 4 patients progressed to severe illness in the control. Some showed significant relief through reduced cough and fever, supporting HCQ as an option in SARS-CoV-2 infections. Also, a key observation in this study is that by administering HCQ, the time to clinical recovery (TTCR) was significantly shortened and promoted the resolution of pneumonia in the group administered with HCQ. However, the methodology was not described, the study design was questionable, and outcomes were subjective, based on an individual clinical opinion.

Despite HCQ efficacy against SARS-CoV-2, the low cost and ease to access, its potential adverse side effects in viral diseases must also be carefully considered. Major side effects of HCQ includes elongation of the QT interval, thus being contraindicated in patients with underling cardiovascular disease. Other side effects include liver dysfunction, CNS effects like headache, dizziness, insomnia, peripheral neuropathy, retinopathy associated with long-term therapy, gastrointestinal reactions and itching ([@bib14]; [@bib95]).

The combination of azithromycin and HCQ has been proposed to have better treatment outcomes, creating a buzz in mainstream media after reports that it may be a treatment option for SARS-CoV-2 ([@bib58], [@bib59]). However, shortcomings included lack of randomization of the groups and a very small patient cohort, and the efficacy of the combination is therefore inconclusive. In contrast, in another study with similar shortcomings that assessed only 11 patients, HCQ and azithromycin did not show rapid viral clearance, with little clinical benefit (10 out of 11 patients had fever and received nasal oxygen therapy, 1 patient died, 2 were transferred to the ICU). In one of the patients, HCQ and azithromycin had to be discontinued after 4 days because of a prolongation of the QT interval. Nasopharyngeal swabs in 10 patients, 5--6 days after treatment showed that they were still positive of SARS-CoV-2 ([@bib119]).

The side effects associated with HCQ treatment are still a major cause of concern. On 9th April, the Le Monde newspaper, France reported since March 27, of the 54 reported cases of cardiac disorders, there were 7 sudden cardiac arrests, 37 cases of prolonged QT and 10 arrhythmias accompanied with syncope, including 4 fatalities, in patients taking HCQ, and in some cases in combination with azithromycin ([@bib16]). Based on anecdotal reports, HCQ is promising for COVID-19, however, to date, there are no robust studies of HCQ which adequately demonstrates efficacy, absence of toxicity or proper clinical guidelines for usage. Currently studies examining hydroxychloroquine and chloroquine are underway in order to determine the efficacy and safety, and it does not seem promising as some institutions like National Institute for Health are advising against its use in their guidelines for treatment ([@bib122]). Moreover, patients currently on HCQ and azithromycin treatment need therapeutic drug monitoring to avoid toxic effects associated with the drug.

### 4.1.3. Antiviral drugs {#sec4.1.3}

Based on the pathophysiology of SARS-CoV-2, and the viral life cycle, several antiviral drugs have been screened and repurposed as targets against COVID-19.

Such drugs include remdesivir, an analogue of adenosine, which interacts with the viral RNA chains and leads to premature termination ([@bib167]). The drug has completed phase III clinical trials for the treatment of Ebola. Thus, the data on its safety for use in humans is available, and it can be accelerated to clinical trials, if preclinical efficacy against SARS-CoV-2 is proven ([@bib108]). Studies have shown remdesivir to have potent antiviral activity against a clinical isolate of SARS-CoV-2. Preliminary trials have indicated that it was effective against SARS-CoV-19 *in vitro (* [@bib89] *)* and in Vero E6 cells results indicated that it acted at the post virus entry stage ([@bib162]). An EC~50~ of 0.77 μM, CC~50~ \> 100 μM, and SI \> 129.87 was reported in Vero E6 cells that were exposed to remdesivir treatment. The EC~90~ value of remdesivir against SARS-CoV-2 in Vero E6 cells was reported to be 1.76 μM. This implies that at this concentration, remdesivir may work in clinical models, and that at 10 μM, it completely (100%) prevented Ebola virus infection ([@bib167]). The drug was then accelerated to clinical trials by U.S. Food and Drug Administration\'s (FDA) and two Phase 3 clinical studies began to evaluate the safety and efficacy. A clinical trial showed that three quarters of patients that were on the drug had better outcomes than those who were not ([@bib61]). However, setbacks such as cohort size, the duration of the follow up, lack of information about the patients initially treated, as well as lack of a control group hindered this study. In a recent well designed trial that was randomized, double-blind and with a placebo control, no statistically significant clinical benefits of remdesivir administration was observed when adult patients were admitted to hospital with severe COVID-19 ([@bib165]). However, there was reduction in time to clinical improvement in patients given early treatment. Although the study showed optimism, there is a need for studies with a larger group of patients to confirm the results.

Another antiviral drug being considered as anti-SARS-CoV-2 is camostat mesylate (CM), which is a clinically proven serine protease inhibitor. *In vitro* studies investigated the antiviral efficacy of CM in Caco-2, 293T, Vero and Vero-TMPRSS2 cells lines, respectively ([@bib73]). Its ability to inhibit the entry of SARS-CoV-2 was shown. This inhibitory property of the drug was enhanced when it was combined with a CatB/L inhibitor (E−64d), indicating that SARS-2 can utilize CatB/L and TMPRSS2 for priming in these cell lines. The study also showed that CM treatment significantly reduced Calu-3 infection with SARS-CoV-2. This suggests that SARS-CoV-2 can use TMPRSS2 for S protein priming and that CM is a good inhibitor of TMPRSS2, as it blocked the lung infection. These findings are in keeping with studies where SARS-2-CoV-2 exploits ACE2 receptor for cellular entry ([@bib191]). These results provide an understanding of the transmissibility and pathogenesis of SARS-CoV as well as major targets for therapeutic interventions. Nafamostat mesylate, a drug used to treat acute pancreatitis, has shown some potential to inhibit fusion of the envelope of the virus to the host cell surface membranes. It has been utilized in Japan for many years and there is adequate data to ensure safety ([@bib73]).

Another drug that is FDA approved and is currently being considered as a treatment as an anti-SARS-CoV-2 is lopinavir/ritonavir. Ritonavir and lopinavir, a combination drug, which is sold under the brand name Kaletra®, showed promise as a target of the coronavirus protease enzyme. The protease enzyme is responsible for the cleavage of the gag-pol polyproteins which plays an important role in the virus replication cycle ([@bib19]) The main role of ritonavir in the combination is to enhance protease inhibitor (PI) regimens in order to improve the pharmacokinetics of the lopinavir. The bioavailability of the second lopinavir is greatly improved by the interaction with CYP3A4 and twice daily dosing is made possible. This boosted PI regimen is evident by high levels of viral suppression among antiretroviral naïve and prior PI treated patients ([@bib184]). The clinical benefits of administering lopinavir/ritonavir to patients with COVID-19, was evaluated via a clinical trial involving 199 hospitalized adult patients. The outcomes of the study showed there was no difference in the mortality after 28 days of treatment in the group receiving lopinavir/ritonavir and the standard-care groups. Moreover, gastrointestinal adverse events were more common in the lopinavir--ritonavir group. However, serious effects were experienced in the standard-care group. Lopinavir--ritonavir treatment was stopped early in 13.8% of the patients because of adverse events, leading to the conclusion that no benefit was observed with lopinavir--ritonavir treatment beyond standard-care ([@bib19]). Similar results have been reported in other clinical trials ([@bib41]). However, more studies involving high sample sizes of patients at different stages of the disease need to be performed to conclusively determine the efficacy of the drug.

By tampering with vRNA synthesis, it is possible to eliminate viruses. Hence, therapeutic drugs such as favipiravir, which acts by preventing RNA strand elongation and viral proliferation via purine nucleoside inhibition ([@bib55]), is being considered for SARS-CoV-2. Broad-spectrum activity of favipiravir against RNA viruses such as West Nile virus, poliovirus, Ebola virus and norovirus ([@bib131]) makes it a suitable candidate for SARS-CoV-2. Phase I clinical trials to evaluate its efficacy against SARs-CoV-2 have begun and doses ranging from 30 to 1600 mg/kg have shown no serious adverse effects ([@bib85]). Unfortunately, a more recent study ([@bib56]), has shown that favipiravir has teratogenic and/or embryotoxic effects. Favipiravir use has been linked with other mild adverse effects such as diarrhea, nausea, vomiting and elevation of blood acid levels ([@bib69]). Based on these studies, favipiravir may be recommended for patients whose condition is not complicated. A phase II Chinese clinical trial on the pharmacokinetics and efficacy of favipiravir was conducted last year, and it is envisaged that the results of this study will shed more light on favipiravir for SARS-CoV-2.

Combinations of different classes of antiviral drugs are being proposed to manage COVID-19. Such initiatives include clinical trials to evaluate the efficacy of lopinavir plus ritonavir and arbidol combination against the novel coronavirus infection. The outcome of a randomized clinical trial involving 125 participants is expected in May 2020 ([@bib25]). It is proposed and hypothesized that the combination of these drugs will provide better efficacy against SARS-CoV-2 as a synergistic effect is expected.

At the moment, most of these therapeutic drugs are still under clinical trials and their efficacy against SARS-CoV-2 have not been determined holistically. Other drugs that are currently being investigated at various stages of clinical trials for potential application in SARS-CoV-2 treatment include pirfenidone (targets IL-1β and IL-4), rintatolimod (targets TLR-3), plitidepsin (targets EF1A), anti-SARS-CoV-2 polyclonal hyperimmune globulin (targets immunoglobulin), kevzara (targets interleukin-6), brilacidin (targets immunoglobulin), TAK-888 (Takeda) and Gimsilumab (Roivant), amongst many others ([@bib49]). Most of the proposed treatment approaches have involved targeting the replication cycle of the virus.

4.2. Convalescent plasma therapy {#sec4.2}
--------------------------------

Convalescent plasma therapy involves antibodies (Ab) transfusion a person who has recovered into an infected person, to initiate an immune system response against the disease. The possible sources of SARS-CoV-2 Abs are human convalescent sera, obtained from individuals who have fully recovered from SARS-CoV-2 through humoral immunity, monoclonal antibodies, or they can be acquired from animal hosts, such as genetically engineered cows who produce human antibodies ([@bib7]). The convalescent blood products are able to cause neutralization of the virus, and ultimately lead to eradication from the blood circulatory system through induction of artificially acquired immunity ([@bib112]). There are ongoing trials of convalescent plasma in patients with SARS-CoV-2 ([@bib143], [@bib144]). Notably, on the March 24, 2020, the FDA granted clinicians the permission to make use of investigational convalescent plasma for single patient use under emergency Investigational New Drug Applications ([@bib54]). Eligible patients have to be positive for SARS-CoV-2, the disease must be severe and life threatening, and they must be able to provide informed consent.

A more recent study on convalescent plasma treatment for SARS-CoV-2 ([@bib141]) was conducted in 5 patients with SARS-CoV-2, who were transfused with convalescent plasma containing SARS-CoV-2-- specific antibody (IgG) binding with titer greater than 1:1000. This was obtained from 5 patients who just recovered from SARS-CoV-2, and the newly infected patients were administered the convalescent plasma 10 and 22 days after admission. Observations after treatment included normalization temperature within 3 days in 4 out of 5 patients. Increased PAO2/FIO2, and decreased viral load which subsequently became negative within 12 days, was observed. In addition, after 12 days, ARDS was resolved in 4 patients and mechanical ventilation was stopped for 3 patients within 14 days. Three patients were discharged after 55 days. In another study in China, 10 patients who had undergone convalescent therapy showed a shortening of the duration of symptoms, improved oxygen levels and a drop in the viral load ([@bib50]). These results show that the administration of convalescent plasma containing neutralizing antibody lead to improved clinical status. Due to the limited sample size, it is suggested that these observations be evaluated in randomized clinical trials with a larger number of participants.

4.3. Adjuvant therapies {#sec4.3}
-----------------------

Adjuvant therapy refers to treatment that is given, in addition to the primary (initial) treatment, to lower the risk of the disease during management. COVID-19 patients presenting with bacterial co-infection are associated with serious outcomes. In a retrospective study on 191 patients from Jinyintan Hospital and Wuhan Pulmonary Hospital, half of the deaths experienced a secondary infection ([@bib190]). In Wuhan China again, another cohort of severely ill patients displayed bacterial and fungal coinfections, and common secondary infections included *A baumannii, K pneumoniae, A flavus, C glabrata*, and *C albicans* ([@bib23]). The co-infections have necessitated the inclusion of antibiotics as adjuvant therapy for COVID-19 patients, which can be utilized based upon institutional antibiograms, and as well as after culture sensitivity testing. Standard therapy has included, ceftriaxone 1--2 g IV daily in combination with azithromycin 500 mg IV for 3 days ([@bib134]).

Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) have also been found to be relevant in the symptomatic treatment of SARS-CoV-2. Paracetamol is indicated to manage the high fever associated with SARS-CoV-2. NSAIDs such as Ibuprofen have been hypothesized to exacerbate the viral activity as it 'dampens' the immune system, increases risk of stroke, myocardial infarction and nephrotoxicity. Moreover, acute respiratory tract infections are usually associated with increased risk from those effects. Therefore, even short-term use of NSAIDs by patients with COVID-19 was thought to worsen the disease ([@bib45]). However, European Medicines Agency (EMA) has recently stated that currently there is no scientific evidence for the link between the worsening of COVID-19 and Ibuprofen ([@bib52]). WHO supported this after a systemic review o NSAIDS usage which indicated no evidence of harm in patients with COVID-19 ([@bib173]).

A coordinated cytokine response forms part an effective host immune response. However, a dysregulated pathological outcome in some patients manifests as a hyperinflammatory response ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), and some patients infected with SARS-CoV-2 experience this phenomenon known as a 'cytokine storm' ([@bib99]). The use of corticosteroids has been pharmacologically effective in reducing the inflammation. As of March 2020, there have been no clinical trials on the use of corticosteroids for the treatment of SARS-CoV-2. However, corticosteroids are administered in high doses for a longer treatment duration, resulting in side effects ([@bib182]). Nonetheless in April, Zhan et al. reported the first case of a COVID-19 patient with multiple myeloma being successfully treated with tocilizumab ([@bib188]). The known effects of cytokine storm by SARS-CoV-2 infection have been attributed to IL-6, therefore the management by tocilizumab is considered as a better option than corticosteroids ([@bib86]; [@bib109]). Reports for successful use of tocilizumab in the management of the 'cytokine storm' call for randomized clinical trials with high number of participants so that clinical guidelines can be drawn ([@bib116]).

Other immune modulators and viral entry inhibitors include monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies. In addition, sirolimus and everolimus are macrolides that have been used to prevent organ rejection. Their target protein is the mTOR which belongs to the family of protein kinases ([@bib84]). They may be used to prevent a cytokine storm experienced by SARS-CoV-19 patients. Kiniksa Pharmaceuticals has announced early confirmation of treatment response with mavrilimumab. It is a fully human monoclonal antibody that is still under investigatory stages. It has been shown to target granulocyte macrophage colony stimulating factor alpha (GM-CSFα) ([@bib152]). The basis of this is the involvement of GM-CSFα in the mechanism of over activation cellular immune response in the lungs. It is thought to be the major contributor of the mortality associated with the disease. Recent reports suggest that patients diagnosed with SARS-CoV-2 have higher serum levels of proinflammatory cytokines such as GM-CSFα and interferon gamma ([@bib153]). Kiniksa is on track to begin phase 2 and 3 clinical development of mavrilimumab for SARS-CoV-2 pneumonia ([@bib44]). It is intended to be used in patients suffering from severe SARS-CoV-2 pneumonia and hyperinflammation. Thus far, 6 patients have been treated with mavrilimumab, and all the patients exhibited improved oxygenation, as well as early resolution of fever. In addition, none of the patients required mechanical ventilation. Furthermore, mavrilimumab has shown a high therapeutic index as it was well tolerated ([@bib12]).

Severe cases of SARS-CoV-2 have been associated with a cytokine storm that leads to activation of the coagulation cascade, leading to thrombotic phenomena ([@bib70]; [@bib79]). Furthermore, there are reports of an association between abnormal coagulation parameters that causes coagulopathy and DIC which is linked to mortality in COVID-19 patients. In a clinical trial of 449 patients with severe COVID-19, 99 of them received low molecular weight heparin, (LMWH) for 7 days or longer. The results indicated a better prognosis in severe COVID-19 patients with markedly elevated D-dimer on LMWH than non-coagulant users ([@bib148]). The use of anticoagulant therapy with heparin has been recommended as it has shown to decrease mortality in COVID-19 patients ([@bib42]).

5. Emerging strategies {#sec5}
======================

While the discovery and identification of drug targets are still underway, there is an urgent need for a cure for SARS-CoV-2. There are several clinical trials still ongoing and more information from those studies will provide treatment guidelines and safe and effective therapeutic options. Several drugs such as remdesivir, favipiravir and ribavirin have been selected for the SOLIDARITY trial that is currently taking place globally ([@bib169], [@bib171]). However, most of the drugs on trial and those from anecdotal reports have been sourced largely from repurposing, and they were not specifically designed to target SARS-CoV-2 virus.

This SARS-CoV-2 pandemic has resulted in massive investment into biomedical and pharmaceutical research accelerating the development of drugs for COVID 19. However, approval rate for new drugs by the U.S. FDA has remained relatively low and limited in recent times.

Single stranded positive sense RNA viruses like the SARS-CoV-2 are prone to mutation, hence as expected, there are current reports of various strains of the virus worldwide ([@bib149]). This could imply resistance, also to the repurposed drugs. Thus, even though repurposing of drugs gathers pace there is a need for drugs specifically designed to combat the virus and with the ability to avoid resistance. These compounding factors in the search for new drugs, calls for a novel, 'outside of the box' approach. Some of the non-traditional methods for drug delivery and design are discussed below.

5.1. Bioinformatics and cheminformatics {#sec5.1}
---------------------------------------

Bioinformatics and cheminformatics are newer strategies to screen and design various drug candidates for SARS-CoV-2. Computation chemistry analytical tools have found relevance in predicting the interactions between therapeutic agents and their binding affinity/sites within the human body and the disease-causing organisms. This strategy could lead to the generation of more accurate approaches and techniques for SARS-CoV-2 management. For instance, a simulation study by Kadam and Wilson revealed that arbidol, (umifenovir) could be a broad-spectrum antiviral agent against both enveloped and non-enveloped viruses ([@bib80]). Aribidol is an anti-influenza drug and it\'s anti-SARS-CoV-2 effects were determined in predictive *in silico* studies ([@bib155]) and its efficacy was reinforced via *in vitro* studies ([@bib163]). Such predictive studies make it possible for faster and cost-effective development of drugs. After efficacy was proved, the drug has been registered for clinical trials ([@bib80]; [@bib118]). Moreover, it has now been included in guidelines for the Prevention, Diagnosis, and Treatment of Novel Coronavirus by the National Health Commission (NHC) of the People\'s Republic of China ([@bib163]).

Baricitinib, which is a janus inhibitor was also subjected to molecular modelling predictions for its potential in the treatment of SARS-CoV-2b ([@bib130]). Amongst the six drugs with high binding affinity to AAK-1, baricitinib which also binds the cyclin G-associated kinase (endocytosis regulator), was shown to be a promising drug target for SARS-CoV. Baricitinib is now in clinical trials for SARS-CoV in a patient population as it has proven to reduce inflammation and inhibit viral entry ([@bib130]).

5.2. Structure-based drug design {#sec5.2}
--------------------------------

Studies to date indicate that drugs that have a similar grouping to chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine, may have some activity against SARS-CoV-2 ([@bib78]). Chlorpromazine as well as dasatinib have a similar structure to chloroquine. Both drugs are also chlorobenzenes, and thus can be exploited for potential activity against SARS-CoV-2. Combinations of two or more drugs have a higher probability of achieving the desired targets of viral replication, entry and modulation of the host immune response.

5.3. Network-based methods for prediction of drug-target interactions {#sec5.3}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Another non-conventional method used to search for drug targets of COVID-19 is the use of Network-based drug methodology for predicting drug targets ([@bib176]). Through development of systems biology and network pharmacology, there is a paradigm shift in drug discovery from a linear mode of one drug for one target and one disease, to mapping multiple drug targets for multiple diseases via the network based method ([@bib2]). Network based methodologies apply the power of networks to establish correlations between various data sets of interest for drug discovery. For SARS-CoV-2, the methodology can combine systems pharmacology-based network platforms, to identify the various interactions between the virus, the host cells and proteins that could be possible drug targets.

Zhou et al. built the host-virus interactome network of various viruses such as HCoV-229E, HCoV-NL63, MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV, mouse hepatitis virus (MHV), avian infectious bronchitis with virus nucleocapsid protein (N protein) and 119 host proteins associated with corona virus infection signaling pathways obtained from various experimental studies **(** [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} **.)** ([@bib192]). The study found that 47 human proteins could be targeted by at least one FDA approved and experimental medicines under clinical trials. To further refine the results, drug--target networks were built to generate information related to more than 2000 anti CoV drugs that are both approved by FDA and those in experimental phase. From the network, 135 drugs were identified as possible candidates to manage the virus. From the dataset, 200 were further optimized, and the top 16 most repurposable drugs for COVID-19, with least expected side-effects and targeting specificity, were identified. The drugs included irbesartan, toremefene, camphor, equilin, mesalazine, mecaptopurine, paroxetine, sirolimus, carvedilol, colcochine, dactinomycin, melatonin, quinacrine, eplerenone, emodin and oxymetholone. Most of the drugs that have been shown clinically to have antiviral activity, act via different mechanisms. Moreover, integration of drug--target networks of the top 16 drug candidates produced of potent drug combinations using a complementary exposure technique ([@bib23]). Other studies have also shown the potential of using a network based methodology to screen possible drug targets for SARS-CoV-2 ([@bib74]; [@bib88]; [@bib100]).The method is a quick way of identifying drug targets. However, it is not designed to produce drugs, but is a useful tool for prediction of new drugs, and combinations, and reduces the period of drug screening and development. Once prediction is done, extensive *in vitro, in vivo* and human trial studies are still required.Fig. 2Network-based methodology combining pharmacology-based network medicine platform to quantify the interplay between the virus--host interactome and drug targets in the human protein-protein interactions network. **a** Human coronavirus (HCoV) associated host protein sourced from literature and pooled to generate a protein subnetwork. **b** Network proximity between drug targets and HCoV-associated proteins that were calculated to screen for candidate repurposability. **c**, **d** Gene set utilized to validate the network-based prediction. **e** Prioritization of top candidates for drug combinations using network based. Reproduced with permission from ([@bib193]).Fig. 2

5.4. Artificial intelligence and machine learning {#sec5.4}
-------------------------------------------------

Artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) can contribute to drug development for COVID-19, by improving the speed and efficiency of repurposing and proposing new potent molecules to inhibit SARS-CoV-2. Both AL and ML can also be employed to predict the spread of the disease. Application of AI and ML for the development of diagnostic and monitoring techniques for COVID-19 has proven to be successful, through increasing accuracy, speed and protecting healthcare workers from exposure ([@bib63]; [@bib164]). With no effective treatment regimen for COVID-19, it is paramount to design therapeutic approaches that repurpose clinically approved drugs by designing new therapies via AI and ML. Zhavoronkov et al. recently reported new druglike molecules against SARS-CoV-2 targets using machine deep learning ([@bib189]). AI and ML were used to screen the possibility of repurposing poly-ADP-ribose polymerase 1 (PARP1) inhibitor, CVL218, which is currently in Phase I clinical trial to inhibit SARS-CoV-2 ([@bib60]). Using AI, it was discovered that Baricitinib could be used in the treatment of COVID-19, and have now started a randomized-controlled trial with the US National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID, to evaluate its efficacy to inhibit COVID-19 infection and reduce inflammatory damage due to the disease ([@bib8]; [@bib135]). Google also recently developed a deep learning system, AlphaFold, which was released to predict protein structures associated with COVID-19. This usually takes several months *via* conventional experimental methods to determine and has proven to be a valuable resource for developing COVID-19 drug targets and vaccines ([@bib138]). With increased amount of research towards COVID-19 and the voluminous data being published; this information can be crucial in feeding into AI and ML system for developing potent anti- SARS-CoV-2 drugs.

5.5. Phage technique {#sec5.5}
--------------------

Presently, antivirals are used to attack viruses after the lungs have been affected. It would be advantageous to prevent infection rather than to treat it. A novel study has taken on an approach that includes a phage capsid that enveloped flu viruses perfectly, so that they cannot infect cells ([@bib92]). The SARS-CoV-2 needs a protease called M^pro^ or 3CL^pro^ to form its viral replication complex. This enzyme can be blocked by a drug which provides a complimentary 3D shape. Scientists at University of Lübeck used high intensity x-rays to elucidate the proteases 3D structure. The X-ray structures were reported for SARS-CoV-2 M^pro^ with α-ketoamide inhibitor and resulted in a lead compound that was further developed to produce a potent inhibitor of SARS-CoV-2. The inhibitor, 13b, showed that it could be well tolerated in mice via the inhalation route ([@bib187]). Direct administration of the molecule to the lungs has some possibility. However, a pharmaceutical input is needed and it may be several years before it can be used as a coronavirus treatment ([@bib151]; [@bib159]).

5.6. Novel drug delivery systems approach {#sec5.6}
-----------------------------------------

In addition to the development of new drugs, the design of novel drug delivery systems such as nano-sized systems, need to be considered, as they have been shown to be superior in the treatment of disease conditions and overcoming drug resistance as compared to conventional dosage forms. The identification of suitable drugs will therefore require innovative and superior delivery approaches to maximise their therapeutic efficacy. Nanosystems provide increased drug accumulation at the target site of the disease, increase intracellular penetration, protect drugs from degradation, increase stability and can prevent mechanisms of drug resistance ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} ). In addition, nanosystems have the ability to incorporate different therapeutic agents which can be released in a controlled manner to the specific target site. Nanosystems being used for various antiviral drugs can be similarly explored for SARS-CoV-2. S protein of CoV forms the characteristic corona of the virus, with distinctive spikes on the viral envelope ([@bib75]) as well as complex surface projections with sizes of about 20--40 nm ([@bib87]). Therefore, targeting of the S protein of CoV using nanosystems with sizes of about 10--100 nm may be a promising approach for early diagnosis as well as treatment. Hence, it is highly recommended that alternate drug delivery systems, such as the use of nanomaterials, be developed in order to more effectively deliver current and new drugs showing promise in eradicating SARS-CoV-2. [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} below shows a possible mechanism by which nanosystems can be used to target specific sites associated with SARS-CoV-2 infections.Fig. 3Mechanisms of nano-encapsulated therapeutic molecules against SARS-CoV-2 virus. Different drugs can be encapsulated in nanodrug delivery system with ability to specifically target the virus or its infection sites. Enzymes specific to the lungs, conditions peculiar to COVID-19 such as pH and receptors can be employed to specifically increase the drug concentration at the SARS-CoV-2 infection sites.Fig. 3

5.7. Plant-based remedies {#sec5.7}
-------------------------

According to available literature, plant based remedies have been used for centuries to tackle respiratory tract infections and may therefore be helpful in the treatment of SARS-CoV-2 ([@bib126]). Chinese plant based therapy consisting of a mixture of Chinese herbs such as San Wu Huangqin Decoction, Lianhuaqingwen Capsules, and Yinhuapinggan granules have shown to display antiviral properties ([@bib101]). The mechanisms of action of such plants are associated with inhibition of replication of viral particles as well as blocking proliferation ([@bib126]). *Diammonium glycyrrhizinate*, which is an extract of Glycyrrhiza glabra (Liquorice) has been recommended to treat COVID-19 ([@bib22]; [@bib121]); however, no official guidelines have been issued yet. The other commonly used herbs in COVID-19 management include*, Glycyrrhizae Radix, Et Rhizoma (Gancao), Atractylodis Macrocephalae Rhizoma (Baizhu), Saposhnikoviae Radix (Fangfeng), Lonicerae Japonicae Flos (Jinyinhua), and Forsythiae Fructus (Lianqiao) Astragali Radix. Astragali Radix (Huangqi), Saposhnikoviae Radix (Fangfeng),* and *Atractylodis Macrocephalae Rhizoma (Baizhu)* which are all components of a traditional herbal formula called Yupingfeng Powder ([@bib180]). Certain studies have demonstrated that Yupifeng powder has anti-inflammatory, antiviral and immunoregulatory effects ([@bib98]). A review conducted by Cochrane, found that the combination of Traditional Chinese Medicine with Western Medicine demonstrated a great improvement in symptoms of SARS-CoV-2 ([@bib103], [@bib107]). Stilbene-based natural compounds were reported to be effective in inhibiting spike protein and human ACE2 receptor complex SAR-COV2 *in silico* ([@bib157]). Unlike conventional medicines, herbal and plant products are not well understood and must be used with extreme caution, to prevent herb-drug interactions. As of now, there are no rigorous peer reviewed clinical trials of plant-based therapies. Most approvals and use are based upon anecdotal clinical reports. Based upon historical records and ethnomedical sources, plant-based therapies could be an alternative source of an anti-SARS-CoV2 potent drug.

5.8. Vaccines {#sec5.8}
-------------

For an innate immune response by the body to viruses to be initiated, the cells must have the ability to identify the pathogen trying to invade it. Currently, there are several clinical trials being directed to develop a vaccine, based on several different strategies against SARS-CoV-2 as illustrated in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} . Such approaches include those that target the spike glycoprotein (S protein) as the major inducer of the immune response. Numerous strategies have been trialled, which include and are not limited to the use of the full length S protein, S1 receptor binding domain (RBD), DNA or viral vectors and finally expression of virus like proteins (VLP) ([@bib47]). Phase 1 human clinical trials are anticipated to begin in April 2020, and many have commenced. The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation have provided a grant to Inovio for a large-scale intradermal vaccine entitled INO-4800. On 16^th^ March 2020, Moderna Inc started phase 1 trials in 45 healthy volunteers at the Kaiser Permanente Washington Health Research Center. As of April 2020, there are more than 115 possible vaccine candidates of SARS-CoV-2 that are being developed globally ([@bib143])^,^ ([@bib93]).Table 2Status of vaccines in development against SARS-CoV-2.Table 2DeveloperMolecular targetPhase of clinical trialReferencesBiontechmRNA VaccinePhase I[@bib10]Hoth TherapeuticsSelf-assembling VaccinePre-Clinical[@bib76]ModernamRNA VaccinePhase I[@bib32]Johnson&JohnsonCOVID-19 VaccinePre-Clinical[@bib21]CanSinoBIOCOVID-19 VaccinePhase I[@bib17]InovioCOVID-19 VaccinePhase I([@bib1]; [@bib169])Janssen PharmaceuticalNon-replicating viral vectorPre-clinical[@bib169]Clover Biopharmaceuticals Inc./GSKProtein subunit; S trimerPre-clinical[@bib64]University of OxfordNon-replicating viral vector; ChAdOx1Phase I[@bib90]SinovacFormaldehyde in activated + alumPhase I[@bib142]Codagenix/Serum Institute of IndiaDeoptimized live attanuated vaccinesPre-clinical[@bib169]NovavaxFull length S trimers/nanoparticle + Matrix MPre-clinical[@bib123]VaxartNon-replicating viral vector;Pre-clinical[@bib198]

Some of the approaches that have been involved in creating a vaccine have also included the development of attenuated vaccines. By introducing a mutation into ORF1a/b polyprotein, the lack of virulence of the mouse coronavirus was demonstrated (MHV-A59) due to attenuation of the virus ([@bib105]). DNA based vaccines include patent WO2005081716, which induces and enhances immune responses, in particular against antigens of the SARS coronaviruses. The immune response is induced by chimeric nucleic acids which encodes for an endoplasmic reticulum polypeptide such as calreticulin. Employing gene gun delivery to deliver DNA-coated gold particles, it was shown that vaccinated animals displayed both humoral and T cell mediated immune response ([@bib105]).

Another approach involves protein-based vaccines, capable of invoking an immune response against SARS. The one patented by GlaxoSmithKline contains an S protein immunogen together with oil in water emulsion which is also an adjuvant. The vaccine showed induction of high levels of anti-SARS-CoV IgG2a and IgG2b antibodies and neutralizing antibodies in animal testing. Virus-like particle vaccines are being tested by Moderna. They report that mRNA-1273 is an mRNA vaccine which targets a prefusion stabilized form of an S protein which is associated with SARS-CoV-2 (<http://clinicaltrials.gov/> [@bib26]).

Although, the use of vaccines is a generally a better preventive approach, unfortunately, they are currently undergoing development. The few that have been developed are still under different stages of pre-clinical and clinical trials. This implies that there is no certainty in respect to their efficacy against SARS-CoV-2, hence, the disease is still a threat globally.

6. Concluding remarks {#sec6}
=====================

COVID-19 is a pandemic which is currently threatening the health of the entire human race, in addition to the global economy. Therefore, providing a solution and cure has become a matter of urgency which may not allow for the development and evaluation of new biomolecules, the approval of which is a lengthy process. Hence, a better alternative is to repurpose therapeutic drugs or approaches that can target pathophysiological pathways that are associated with the disease. Several potential therapeutic agents and approaches against SARS-CoV-2 have been highlighted and discussed in detail. Various successful and unsuccessful *in vitro* and *in vivo* studies have been reported for drugs that are currently repurposed to treat SARS-CoV-2. Some of these repurposed drugs have shown some encouraging clinical outcomes and have been taken further to different stages of clinical trials. However, due to the dire need for therapeutic options, some of the reported studies are preliminary pilot studies with lower sample sizes, have a poor study design such as lack of randomization and do not include controls and placebos in the evaluations. There is a need for further investigations that include larger number of participants, evaluate long-term implications on human health and identify the toxicity profile of dosages proposed to be effective against the virus. Future newly designed therapeutic agents or/and approaches must be target specific, effective and safe to treat the infected patient. The development of novel drug delivery systems that target the virus could go a long way in preventing possible viral resistance. The development of various vaccines against this deadly virus as a preventative therapeutic is also ongoing, as the world is desperately in need of a solution to this virus.

Despite significant progress that has been made by scientists based on *in vitro*, animal, cohort studies and clinical trials, there is currently no definitive cure and vaccine. However, some studies appear to be very promising. A major limitation observed in all of these studies is that no long-term experimental protocol has been undertaken in order to evaluate the long-term safety and efficacy of the proposed anti SARS-CoV-2 drugs. It is therefore, strongly advised that long term studies be conducted for each of the therapeutic approaches and vaccines.
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